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Abstract: This paper presents designing an attitude motion control strategy for a half-car model1

using an anti-jerk predictive controller. Anti-jerk predictive controller based on active aerodynam-2

ics surfaces is employed to deal with the anticipated future road maneuvers and improve vehicle3

ride performance by canceling out external jerks acting on the vehicle body. The body jerks are4

produced during vehicle traversing on a double lane-change maneuver, acceleration, or braking.5

The control strategy helps the vehicle to achieve a realistic operation of the active aerodynamic6

surface to improve the vehicle’s ride performance, i.e., ride comfort and road holding during7

cornering, acceleration, or braking. The anti-jerk predictive controller is developed based on the8

predictive control strategy, which predicts future road inputs and uses them to compensate for9

the vehicle’s attitude motion. The simulation results show that the proposed control strategy10

effectively reduces the effects of vehicle body jerks transmitted to the passengers, improving ride11

comfort without degrading vehicle handling. The anti-jerk predictive controller successfully tracks12

the desired attitude position by canceling the external body jerks.13

Keywords: anti-jerk control; predictive control;braking; half-car model; attitude motion tacking;14

lane-change maneuver;15

1. Introduction16

The significant advancements achieved to enhance vehicle ride performance over17

the past few decades have significantly contributed to the automotive industry. The18

two essential components of a vehicle’s ride performance that have received the interest19

of numerous researchers are ride comfort and road-holding capability [1,2]. Ride20

comfort is related to the unpleasant vibrations of the vehicle body transmitted to the21

passengers. Road holding means reducing oscillations in the usual wheel load to im-22

prove the tire’s traction on the road during different maneuvers [3,4]. Separating these23

vibrations caused by various factors such as uneven road surfaces, centrifugal forces24

during cornering, or inertial forces during braking or acceleration on the car’s body25

influences ride performance. [5–7]. Although the ride comfort and vehicle tire traction26

on the road has substantially increased, automobile engineers are still concerned about27

driving on various maneuvers. Hence, an appropriate control systems framework is28

essential that can easily address these two aspects to enhance ride performance. In order29

to address the trade-off between the two components of ride quality, the research on30

the applications of aerodynamic surfaces-based control strategies has gained significant31

impetus to improve vehicle performance.32

The applications of active aerodynamic surfaces (AAS) installed on the vehicle33

sprung mass have attracted automotive engineers to improve ride performance. Active34

aerodynamic surfaces-based control strategies can significantly increase negative lift35

force with increased vehicle speed, effectively improving ride performance. Savkoor36

[8–10] published early primary research on the applications of AAS, using several control37
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strategies to reduce the heave and pitch angle of a truck cabin. In [11], Doniselli et al.38

investigated how aerodynamics affected a high-speed car’s ride quality on a randomly39

contoured route. The recent research on sports cars by [12–16] used various control40

approaches to investigate the applications of AAS to improve ride comfort. Active aero-41

dynamic control (AAC) strategies are also effective in improving the lateral performance42

of a road vehicle. The AACs are employed to manipulate the aerodynamic surfaces43

to generate varying negative lift forces to enhance the vehicle’s handling capability44

[17–19]. In our previous work [20], we have analyzed that the aerodynamic surfaces45

can generate negative lift force to improve the ride quality of a vehicle considering46

pitch and roll dynamics. Though these researches effectively improve ride performance,47

their performance depends on AAS’s idealistic moments. The major challenge with48

vehicles equipped with AAS is the realistic motion of aerodynamic surfaces installed on49

unsprung mass. The negative lift force generated by AAS is useful for increasing the tire50

grip on the road, but it can be detrimental to ride comfort. Due to high speed, the sharp51

movement of aerodynamic surfaces will result in high vehicle body jerk and acceleration,52

severely affecting passenger ride comfort. Therefore, an appropriate solution to reduce53

the adverse impact of the vehicle body jerk on passengers to ensure better ride comfort54

and road-holding capability is aimed towards an anti-jerk control strategy.55

As discussed by [21], the term "jerk" is considered a better performance parameter56

for measuring ride comfort than acceleration and is widely used in engineering appli-57

cations. For example, its consideration as ride comfort parameter in amusement rides58

[22–24], elevators [25], ships [26] and buses [27]. The jerk is considered an important pas-59

senger ride discomfort parameter in vehicles and is extensively discussed in automotive60

engineering. Anti-jerk controllers are commonly employed in electric vehicles to reduce61

the longitudinal jerk to enhance ride comfort and drivability [28,29]. Hence, anti-jerk62

control strategies have inspired many researchers to enhance ride comfort by reducing63

the longitudinal jerk produced during starting of electric vehicles. A non-linear model64

predictive-based anti-jerk cruise controller is developed in [30] for electric vehicles to65

reduce the longitudinal jerk to improve passenger ride comfort. In [31] model predictive66

anti-jerk controller is developed to overcome the trade-off between ride comfort and67

vehicle handling. In [32] anti-jerk controller is developed for a hybrid electric vehicle68

to reduce the jerk produced during the clutch start. To track the intended velocity with69

the least jerk and improved road safety, [33] employed a linear quadratic-based anti-jerk70

controller. [34] utilized a low-jerk suspension control technology to improve ride comfort.71

A backlash-based anti-jerk controller is employed in [35] to reduce the jerk during clutch72

engagement. However, these anti-jerk control strategies minimize the longitudinal jerk73

to improve ride comfort. While the research on improving vehicle performance during74

lateral or vertical motion is very limited, and the early efforts by Hrovat and Hubbard75

[36,37] implemented an anti-jerk control strategy to enhance the ride comfort during76

vertical motion of a quarter car model. Where an augmented performance index is77

introduced to include the jerk rms term in addition to other outputs to improve the78

ride comfort, their results for one degree of freedom (DOF) quarter car model showed79

a reduction in rms jerk at the cost of an increase in rms of heaving acceleration, tire80

deflection, and rattle space. In [38], they further investigated the application of opti-81

mal anti-jerk controller for a two DOF quarter car model. They predicted a maximum82

reduction in rms jerk can be obtained at the cost of a modest increase of 23% in rattle83

space and a significant increase of 127 % in tire deflection. Hence, such significant84

improvement in ride quality can be achievable at the penalty of vehicle handling. In85

[39], using a semi-active suspension system we have implemented a preview-based86

anti-jerk control strategy to improve ride comfort without degrading the road-holding87

capability under different road conditions. Despite the exciting results to the researcher’s88

knowledge, the previous anti-jerk methodologies only focus on enhancing ride comfort89

using conventional active or semi-active suspension systems. Moreover, the high speed90

of vehicles can also limit the application of these conventional methodologies. Therefore,91
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in [40], we have implemented an active aerodynamic-based anti-jerk control strategy on92

a half-car model to improve the vehicle performance under different road conditions,93

i.e., bump input and asphalt road. However, load transfer effects during lateral motion94

are not considered, which greatly impacts passengers’ ride comfort during cornering95

braking or forward acceleration.96

Leaning the vehicle body against the vehicle body forces during lateral or longitu-97

dinal motion is very useful to mitigate the load transfer effects to enhance ride comfort.98

For example, in [41,42] used an anti-roll bar methodology to reduce the impact of load99

transfer during cornering. In [43,44], tilting control systems were developed to improve100

vehicle safety during cornering. In [45], we have designed a preview-based attitude101

controller to reduce the load transfer effect and track the desired roll and pitch position102

during cornering or forward acceleration to enhance ride quality. Similarly, in [6], using103

a conventional active suspension system, an attitude motion controller was developed104

for vehicles with active passenger seat systems to improve ride comfort and vehicle105

handling. In [20], we implemented an AAC strategy to tilt the vehicle body against106

centrifugal or inertial forces to track the desired roll or pitch position to enhance ride107

performance. But the main essential issue with aerodynamic surfaces is their abrupt108

moment which can cause discomfort to passengers. Therefore, it is important to achieve109

realistic motion of aerodynamic surfaces to reduce the vehicle body jerk during attitude110

motion.111

Motivated by these perceptions, in this paper, four degrees of freedom half car112

equipped with aerodynamic surfaces is considered to explore the applications of the113

aerodynamic-based anti-jerk optimal control strategy, which is comprised of a feed-114

forward control strategy in addition to the state feedback controller. The feed-forward115

control can anticipate the force required to track the desired attitude angle. The state116

feedback controller can adjust the force to minimize error and jerk. Our main goal117

is to achieve realistic motion of aerodynamic surfaces to minimize vehicle body jerks.118

Anti-jerk optimal control with known predicted information regarding the future road119

maneuver is proposed to enhance the ride comfort during cornering, braking, or acceler-120

ating. The difference between braking and cornering is that the braking performance is121

dependent on the vehicle’s speed only while cornering performance is dependent on the122

speed of the vehicle as well as the radius of curvature. The proposed optimal predictive123

control strategy can generate anticipating actions against future road maneuvers. Direct124

detection from sensors attached to the vehicle can provide information about future125

road maneuvers. The rest of the paper is organized as in section 2; the problem formula-126

tion is presented. Section 3 represents the proposed optimal anti-jerk control strategy,127

while section 4 discusses the simulation results, followed by a conclusion with future128

recommendations.129

2. Problem Formulation130

2.1. Vehicle Model131

A schematic diagram of four degrees of freedom half-car model is shown in Figure
1, which can be considered as a longitudinal model in a forward direction or a lateral
model during cornering. The proposed model is comprised of two unsprung masses
and one sprung mass. The unsprung mass consists of masses m1 and m2, a damper
with damping coefficients bs1 and bs2 , spring with stiffness coefficients ks1 and ks2 , and
tire stiffness coefficients kt1 and kt2 at right and left side respectively. In contrast to
conventional active suspension systems, two aerodynamic surfaces mounted on the
sprung mass provide the necessary negative lift forces u1 and u2 to enhance ride comfort
and road-holding capability. The hypothetical body forces f1, f2 acting on the vehicle
body during cornering, braking, or forward acceleration. The parameter values of
the addressed model are shown in Table 1. The mathematical model is derived using
Newtonian methods. The equations of motion for the sprung mass acceleration and roll
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Figure 1. Four DOF lateral half-car model with active aerodynamic surfaces

Table 1: Parameter values of a four DOF half-car lateral and longitudinal model

Symbol Lateral Model Longitudinal Model Unit

M 500 500 Kg
I 274 1222 Kgm2

m1, m2 25 25 Kg
ks1 , ks2 10 10 kN/m
kt1 , kt2 1 1 kN/m
bs1 , bs2 1 1 kN/m

a 0.74 1.25 m
b 0.74 1.1 m
h 0.70 0.70 m

or pitch angle are given as follows:

Mz̈c = fl + fr + u1 + u2 + f1 + f2 (1)

Iθ̈ = a( fr + u1 + f1)− b( fl + u2 + f2) (2)

where Zc sprung mass displacement, M is the sprung mass, θ is the attitude angle of the
vehicle body, I is known as moment of inertia, fr and fl are right and left side suspension
forces given in equations (3) and (4), respectively.

fr = bs1(ż1 − aθ̇ − żc) + ks1(z1 − aθ − zc) (3)

fl = bs2(ż2 + bθ̇ − żc) + ks2(z2 + bθ − zc) (4)

For the unsprung masses, the equations are given as:132

m1z̈1 = −(kt1(z1 − z01) + fr) (5)
133

m2z̈2 = −(kt2(z2 − z02) + fl) (6)

The mounted suspension points on both sides experience two hypothetical disturbance
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram for deriving the desired roll angle of a vehicle traveling with 120km/h
speed during cornering.

forces, f1 and f2, with equal magnitudes but opposite directions. Equations (7) and (8)
can be used to explain the forces acting on the body during the vehicle’s roll and pitch
motions, respectively. As shown in the following equations, namely, during roll motion,
f1 can be termed as fr1 and f2 is comparable to fr2 , whereas, during pitch motion, f1 is
equal to fp1 and f2 is equal to fp2 .

fr1,2 =

∣∣∣∣F cos(θs)−
mgh

(a + b)
sin(θs)

∣∣∣∣ (7)

fp1,2 =

∣∣∣∣F− mgh
(a + b)

sin(θs)

∣∣∣∣ (8)

where the centrifugal or inertial force F occurs during cornering, vehicle acceleration, or134

braking. Additionally, g represents the gravitational force, and θs represents the slope of135

the road.136

2.2. Desired Roll Angle137

The schematic Figure 2 shows how to compute the desired roll position of the
vehicle body during cornering.

mg sin (θs + θdr) = maca cos (θs + θdr) (9)

Rearranging the terms we get

aca

g
=

tan(θdr) + tan(θs)

1− tan(θs) tan(θdr)
(10)

θdr represents the desired roll angle which can be obtained as:

θdr = arctan
(

aca − g tan(θs)

g + aca tan(θs)

)
(11)

where aca is called centrifugal acceleration.138

2.3. Desired Pitch Angle139

Figure 3 displays the optimal location for pitch on a sloped surface. When driving
on a road with slope θs, it is preferable for the car’s body to be parallel to the horizontal
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram for deriving the desired pitch angle of a vehicle traveling with
120km/h speed during acceleration or braking.

axis of the road. Equations (12) to (14) describe the calculation to determine the desired
pitch angle.

mg sin (θs + θdp) = maia cos (θdp) (12)

Rearranging the terms we get

aia
g

= tan(θdp) cos (θs) + sin (θs) (13)

The desired pitch angle obtained is given as:

θdp = arctan
(

aia
g cos (θs)

)
− θs (14)

The roll angle θdr specified in equation (11) and the pitch angle θdp specified in equation140

(14) is calculated to counteract the external lateral and longitudinal forces that affect141

the passenger’s ride comfort. Throughout the vehicle’s motion, hypothetical body142

forces acting on both suspension mounting points have equal magnitudes and opposite143

directions. These forces are examined in the context of a car driving on a banked road,144

with particular attention paid to the magnitudes of hypothetical body forces during145

roll and pitch motions. To accomplish this, the jerk of control forces produced by the146

aerodynamic surfaces cancel out the derivative of these hypothetical body forces.147

2.4. Aerodynamic Forces148

This paper aims to improve a vehicle’s ride performance using an active aerodynamic-
based anti-jerk control strategy. By smoothly operating the aerodynamic surfaces, vary-
ing downward control forces can be produced, allowing the configuration of the AAS
to deal with its distribution. This distribution significantly impacts the vehicle’s ride
performance, enabling adjustments to the sprung mass system vertical load to influence
suspension deflection, vehicle body acceleration, and tire deflection. The AAS generate
the necessary control forces are given as follows:

u1 =
1
2

v2ρSCli f t(α) (15)

u2 =
1
2

v2ρSCdrag(α) (16)
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The lift coefficient Cli f t and drag coefficient Cdrag of the airfoil depend upon a number of149

variables, including the air density ρ, vehicle speed v, surface area S, angle of attack α,150

shape, and surface roughness. Differentiating equations (1) and (2) to obtain equations151

of heaving and angular jerk as given in (17) and (18) to design an anti-jerk controller152

with constantly known predicted information.153

M
...
z c = ḟl + ḟr + u̇1 + u̇2 + ḟ1 + ḟ2 (17)

I
...
θ = a( ḟr + u̇1)− b( ḟl + u̇2) + ḟ1 + ḟ2 (18)

This study presents a novel anti-jerk predictive control approach designed to re-
duce the root-mean-square value of control jerk while enhancing the performance of
aerodynamic surfaces. The optimal controller aims to minimize a cost function given
in equation (19) consisting of heaving and angular acceleration, suspension and tire
deflection, the difference between the actual and desired attitude angle, and jerk terms
for the control inputs multiplied by weighting constants ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, ρ4, ρ5, ρ7, respectively.
These weights establish the optimal distribution of the optimized criterion’s various
components.

J =
lim

τ→∞
1

2T
∫ T

0 (ρ1z̈c
2 + ρ2θ̈2 + ρ3(zc + aθ − z1)

2 + ρ3(zc − bθ − z2)
2

+ρ4(θ − θd)
2 + ρ5(z1 − z01)

2 + ρ6(z2 − z02)
2 + ρ7u̇1

2 + ρ7u̇2
2)dτ

(19)

3. Optima Anti-jerk Controller Formulation154

3.1. System Description155

Continuous-time state-space model of the proposed half-car model can be repre-
sented as.

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu̇(t) + Dw(t) (20)

where x(t) represents the system’s state vector,u̇ denotes the control jerk input, and w(t)
is known as the disturbance jerk acting on the vehicle body.

x =
[
zc żc z̈c θ θ̇ θ̈ z1 − z01 ż1 z2 − z02 ż2 z1 z2

]
u̇ =

[
u̇1 u̇2

]T , ẇ =
[
0 0 ḟ1 ḟ2

]T

xd = [0 0 0 θd 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

The constant matrices A and B have the appropriate dimensions as reported in our156

previous work [40]. The elements of the disturbance matrix D are given in Appendix A157

3.2. Anti-jerk Controller Design158

The performance index presented in equation (19) can be written in matrix form
regarding the difference between the desired and current state, the jerk control inputs,
and jerk disturbance inputs.

J =
lim

τ→∞
1

2T
∫ T

0 ((x− xd)
TQ(x− xd) + 2(x− xd)

T N2w + 2(x− xd)
T N1u̇

+u̇T Ru̇ + 2wT M1u̇ + wT M2w)dτ
(21)

The Matrices Q, R, N1, N2, M1, and M2 refer to positive definite matrices as given in159

Appendix A. If the pair (A,B) is assumed to be stable and (A,Q) is detectable, then the160

anti-jerk controller can be derived by minimizing the performance index described in161

equation (21).162
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Figure 4. Block diagram consists of feed-forward to detect future road maneuvers and feedback
controller to reduce the tracking error.

u̇ = −R−1((BT P− NT
1 )x + NT

1 xd + MT
1 w + BTgR) (22)

where P is the solution of Algebraic Riccati Equation (ARE) given in equation (23).

0 = QT
n + AT

n P + PAn − PBR−1BT P (23)

where

An = A + BR−1NT
1

Qn = Q− N1R−1NT
1

The block diagram for the proposed anti-jerk control strategy is shown in Figure 4.
The control strategy is composed of two parts, fee-forward part BTgR to provide an
anticipated action against vehicle body jerks, and feedback part −R−1((BT P− NT

1 )x +
NT

1 xd to reduce the tracking error between actual and desired attitude angle. The vector
gR satisfies

gR =
∫ tp

0
e−AcTτ((PDn − Nn)w(τ)− (Qn + PBR−1NT

1 )xd(τ))dτ (24)

where Dn = D− BR−1MT
1 , Nn = N2 − N1R−1MT

1 , and Ac = An − BR−1BT P is called
asymptotically closed-loop stable matrix. The closed system equation can be obtained
by putting equation (22) in (20) as given in (25):

ẋ = Acx + Dnw− BR−1NT1xd − BR−1BTgR (25)

4. Simulation Results and Discussion163

In this section, the simulation result are discussed, which are conducted using164

MATLAB 2022b installed on a Samsung Core™ 5-6400 CPU @ 2.70 GHz to perform165

simulations of a vehicle’s attitude motions while traveling at a speed of 120 km/hr. The166

different scenarios are considered to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed anti-167

jerk predictive control strategy (AJPC). In the first case, the simulations are conducted168

for lane-change maneuvers to evaluate the performance of the proposed AJPC to track169

the desired roll angle and improve ride comfort and road-holding capability. For the170

second case, pitch motion simulations are performed during braking and accelerating171

the vehicle to analyze the proposed control strategy’s impact on minimizing oscillations172

in the vehicle body’s vertical motion and tire deflection. The control strategy successfully173
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mitigated the external centrifugal and longitudinal jerks acting on the vehicle body174

and helped to achieve the desired attitude motion. Comparing the performance of175

anti-jerk predictive control and predictive control (PC) without jerk using the root mean176

square error (RMSE) method, the AJPC outperformed the PC without jerk in terms of ride177

comfort and road-holding capability. The findings imply that prioritizing high weighting178

for control jerk can have a detrimental effect on vehicle performance. Although the179

impact on desired attitude angle tracking is minor and unlikely to affect overall vehicle180

performance significantly, it is worth noting that the objective of this research is not only181

to enhance both ride comfort and vehicle handling simultaneously but also to achieve182

more realistic operation of aerodynamic surfaces.183

4.1. Roll Angle Tracking184

This section presents simulation results for a half-car model equipped with aerody-185

namic surfaces, traveling at a constant speed of 120 km/h during a double-lane change186

maneuver. The performance of the proposed AJPC is investigated in the presence of187

centrifugal jerks acting on the vehicle body during a double lane change maneuver.188

Figure 5 illustrates the simulation results for the desired roll angle tracking of the vehicle,189

which show that the tracking performance of the proposed AJPC is slower than that of190

the PC without jerk, mainly due to the slower motion of the aerodynamic surfaces, as191

shown in Figure 9. The simulation results for the vehicle body jerk are shown in Figure192

6, which shows the proposed control strategy successfully reduces the heaving and193

rolling jerks during cornering. This can also be verified from Table 2, where compared194

to the predictive control, the proposed AJPC reduces the heaving jerk by 18% and the195

rolling jerk by 21%. Hence confirms an improvement in ride comfort. Figure 7 shows the196

heaving and roll acceleration simulation results. The proposed AJPC strategy resulted in197

lower heaving and roll acceleration than the PC strategy without jerk. Table 2 further198

highlights that the proposed AJPC strategy reduced heaving acceleration by 14% and199

rolling acceleration by 27%, thus enhancing ride comfort. Figure 8 shows the tire and200

suspension deflection simulation results. The results indicate that the tire deflection201

causes high overshoots for PC without jerk, weakening the tire’s grip on the road while202

turning on a double lane-change maneuver. Table 2 indicates 7% enhancement in road203

holding capability for the proposed AJPC strategy. Figure 9 shows the results for the204

jerk control input, where the controlling jerk for the proposed AJPC has minimum over-205

shoots, confirming that the smooth and realistic operation of the aerodynamic surfaces206

has a great impact on the vehicle’s ride performance. Therefore, the proposed AJPC207

strategy improved ride comfort while maintaining the aerodynamic surfaces’ realistic208

motion at the cost of slower desired attitude motion tracking.209

Table 2: Root mean square error (RMSE) values for roll motion.

Parameter PC without jerk AJPC

Heaving jerk 100 82.11
Roll jerk 100 79.23

Jerk controller 100 40.25
Heaving acceleration 100 86.38

Roll acceleration 100 73.12
Tyre deflection 100 92.67

Suspension deflection 100 99.83
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Figure 5. Desired roll angle tracking of a half-car traveling on a double lane change maneuver
with 120km/h

Figure 6. Heaving and rolling jerk of a half-car traveling on a double lane change maneuver with
120km/h (a) Heaving jerk (b) Rolling jerk
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Figure 7. Heaving and rolling acceleration of a half-car traveling on a double lane change maneu-
ver with 120km/h (a) Heaving acceleration (b) Rolling acceleration

Figure 8. Tire and suspension deflection of half-car traveling on a double lane change maneuver
with 120km/h (a) Tire deflection (b) Suspension deflection
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Figure 9. Control jerk of a vehicle traveling on a double lane change maneuver with 120km/h

4.2. Desired Pitch Angle Tracking210

In this section, the simulation results are carried out for the half-car model when211

traveling with 120km/h considering two different cases. In the first case, the simulations212

are performed while accelerating the vehicle in the forward direction. The accelerating213

force will generate inertial forces to produce a backward pitch motion, resulting in214

discomfort to the passenger. The optimal solution is to adjust the vehicle’s forward pitch215

to cancel the inertial effects that occur while accelerating the vehicle. This will make216

passengers feel comfortable, with the ideal pitch angle being zero. Figure 10 displays the217

simulation results for desired pitch angle tracking, demonstrating that compared to the218

anti-jerk predictive control strategy, the predictive control strategy exhibits outstanding219

performance in tracking the desired pitch motion. The poor tracking by the proposed220

AJPC strategy is due to the realistic slower motion of the aerodynamic surfaces as shown221

in Figure 14. However, the operation of the aerodynamic surfaces is very effective in222

improving the vehicle’s ride quality. For example, as shown in Figure 11, both the223

heaving and pitching jerks are reduced in the case of AJPC, which shows that compared224

to PC without jerk, the proposed AJPC strategy successfully improves the ride comfort.225

Similarly, comparing the rms values in Table 3 indicates that the proposed AJPC strategy226

has a 16% lower heaving and 9% pitching jerk. The reduction in the rms values validates227

a significant improvement in ride comfort. Similarly, Figure 12 shows the simulation228

results for heaving and pitching accelerations. This indicates that compared to the PC229

without jerk, the proposed control strategy has lower heaving and pitching acceleration.230

This can be verified from Table 3. Figure 13 shows the simulation results for tire and231

suspension deflection, which shows that while improving the ride comfort, the tire’s232

grip on the road is not degraded for the AJPC strategy. Table 3 also shows that both tire233

and suspension deflection for the proposed AJPC strategy and PC strategy is almost234

identical. Hence we can conclude that using high weights for the control jerk inputs can235

successfully improve ride comfort without degrading road-holding capability at the cost236

of slow attitude motion tracking.237
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Table 3: Root mean square error (RMSE) values for pitch motion during accelerating.

Parameter PC without jerk AJPC

Heaving jerk 100 84.10
Pitching jerk 100 91.31

Jerk controller 100 63.32
Heaving Acceleration 100 85.80
Pitching Acceleration 100 93.78

Tyre deflection 100 99
Suspension deflection 100 100

Figure 10. Simulation results for desired pitch angle tracking of a half-car during acceleration
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Figure 11. Simulation results heaving and pitching jerk of a half-car during acceleration (a)
Heaving acceleration (b) Pitching acceleration

Figure 12. Simulation results heaving and Pitching acceleration of a half-car during acceleration
(a) Heaving acceleration (b) Pitching acceleration
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Figure 13. Simulation results for tire and suspension deflection of a half-car during acceleration
(a) Tire deflection (b) Suspension deflection

Figure 14. Simulation results for control jerk of a vehicle during acceleration

For the second case, the simulation results are carried out for the half-car model238

while braking when traveling on a sloped road. During braking, the braking force will239

generate inertial forces to produce a forward-pitch motion that can cause the passenger240

discomfort. The optimal solution is to adjust the vehicle’s backward pitch to cancel241

out the inertial effects that occur while braking. This will allow passengers to feel242

comfortable with the ideal backward pitch angle. Figure 15 displays the simulation243

results for desired pitch angle tracking, which show that when compared to the anti-244

jerk predictive control approach, the predictive control technique displays remarkable245

performance in tracking the appropriate pitch motion during braking. The realistically246
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slower motion of the aerodynamic surfaces leads to the poor tracking of the suggested247

AJPC approach, as shown in Figure 19. However, using aerodynamic surfaces effectively248

can significantly enhance a vehicle’s ride quality. Figure 16 shows the simulation results249

for heaving and pitching jerks, indicating that the proposed AJPC successfully reduces250

these jerks to improve ride comfort. Comparing the rms values in Table 3 shows that the251

proposed AJPC approach has a 12% lower heaving jerk and a 3 % lower pitching jerk.252

Figure 17 shows the heaving and pitching acceleration results while braking the vehicle.253

The results indicate that compared to the PC without jerk, the heaving acceleration for254

the AJPC is 11% lowered, and pitching acceleration is 13% lowered. This confirms an255

improvement in ride comfort. The simulation results for tire and suspension deflection256

are shown in Figure 18, demonstrating that while the AJPC method enhances ride257

comfort, the tire’s grip on the road is not compromised. Thus, we can conclude that the258

proposed AJPC successfully improves ride performance at the cost of poor pitch motion259

tracking.260

Table 4: Root mean square error (RMSE) values for pitch motion during braking.

Parameter PC without jerk AJPC

Heaving jerk 100 88.40
Pitching jerk 100 85.14

Jerk controller 100 45.11
Heaving Acceleration 100 89.72
Pitching Acceleration 100 87.78

Tyre deflection 100 98.54
Suspension deflection 100 90.32

Figure 15. Desired pitch angle tracking of a half-car during braking
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Figure 16. Simulation results for heaving and pitching jerks of a half-car during braking (a)
Heaving jerk (b) Pitching jerk

Figure 17. Simulation results for heaving and pitching accelerations of a half-car during braking
(a) Heaving acceleration (b) Pitching acceleration
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Figure 18. Simulation results for tire and suspension deflection of a half-car during braking (a)
Tire deflection (b) Suspension deflection

Figure 19. Simulation results for control jerk of a vehicle during braking

The implementation of the proposed strategy raises a question about whether to use261

a force control or a discrete-time implementation of its derivative, given the availability262

of a force actuator. While a force control approach may be preferred, a discrete-time263

implementation using the difference in actuator force ∆u over discrete time intervals is264

also feasible. One advantage of the discrete-time implementation is that the output force265

will remain unchanged if the computer fails, avoiding the potential for an undesired266

force output. Instead, it will maintain the previous force value.267
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5. Conclusion268

The anti-jerk predictive control technique proposed in this research is investigated269

to enhance the ride performance of vehicles during attitude motion while cornering,270

accelerating, and braking. The proposed method improved the ride comfort and road-271

holding ability of the vehicle fitted with active aerodynamic surfaces by canceling the272

centrifugal jerks during cornering and inertial jerks during acceleration and braking.273

The anti-jerk controller comprises two parts: a feed-forward component that uses the274

future road maneuver and a feedback component to address tracking errors made up275

of the control approach. The proposed control technique successfully achieved the276

realistic motion of the AAS to reduce the vehicle body jerk during attitude motion.277

The simulation results demonstrate that the suggested technique successfully reduced278

control jerk to improve AAS performance and reduced heaving, rolling, or pitching jerk279

and acceleration to improve ride comfort without compromising road holding capability.280

The results further validate that the anti-jerk predictive controller enhanced the half car’s281

ride comfort and stability and significantly lessened the effect of the hypothetical body282

jerks. The following future recommendations can be taken into account to explore the283

applications of the proposed approach.284

• The current work can be extended to a full car model along with the actuator285

dynamics of the airfoil.286

• The discrete-time implementation of the suggested control method will allow future287

research into the proposed control strategy.288

• Robust and intelligent control algorithms may be considered to address both air289

and road disturbances.290
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Appendix A293

The non-zero entries for matrix D are

d33 = d34 = 1/M

d63 = a/I, d64 = −b/I

The elements of weight matrix Q defined in (21) are given as follows

qij =

{
ρ1a3ia3j + ρ2a6ia6j if i 6= j
ψij if i = j

with special entries as:

ψ11 = ρ1a31a31 + ρ2a61a61 + ρ3,

ψ33 = ρ1a33a33 + ρ2a63a63 + ρ1,

ψ44 = ρ1a34a34 + ρ2a64a64 + aρ3 − bρ3 + ρ4,

ψ66 = ρ1a66a66 + ρ2a66a66 + ρ2,

ψ77 = ρ1a37a37 + ρ2a67a67 + ρ5,

ψ99 = ρ1a39a39 + ρ2a69a69 + ρ5,

ψ1010 = ρ1a310a310 + ρ2a610a610,

ψ1111 = ρ1a311a311 + ρ2a611a611 + ρ3,

ψ1212 = ρ1a312a312 + ρ2a612a612 + ρ3
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Non zero elements of Matrices N1, N2, M1 and M2 are given as follows:

n1ij = ρ1a3ib3j + ρ2a6ib6j i = 1, .., 12, j = 1, 2

n2ij = ρ1a3id3j + ρ2a6id6j i = 1, .., 12, j = 1, 2

m1ij = ρ1d7ib3j + ρ2d9ib6j i = 1, j = 1, 2

m2ij = ρ1d7ib3j + ρ2d9ib6j i, j = 1, 2
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